
Photo etched parts

Piano wire, aluminum bars and pipes

Piano wire
2 x Wire, Ø0.4mm, approx. 170mm long

1 x Wire, Ø0.4mm, approx. 145mm long

Aluminum bars

1 x Pipe, Ø1.2mm, approx. 26mm long

1 x Pipe, Ø0.75mm, approx. 38mm long

Parts List

2 x Bar, Ø1.0mm, approx. 150mm long

Aluminum pipes
1 x Pipe, Ø1.0mm, approx. 30mm long

1 x Pipe, Ø1.4mm, approx. 50mm long

Aluminum pipes for pitot tubes



Propeller Parts

Engine Parts

Main Wing Parts



Cockpit Parts Tail Parts

Sheeted Parts / Rubber Parts

Cut along edges of each part with knife.

Reduced display



Warning:
You must read all
these warnings.

Contact imcth Co., Ltd Atsuma bldg. 2F, 2-16-5 Ryougoku, Sumida-ku, Tokyo 130-0026 Japan
TEL: +81 3-6666-9292 (10am-7pm, Mon-Fri except holidays)  FAX: +81 3-6666-9293

●Follow all instructions to assemble your model. ●Remove burrs as needed. ●Keep small parts away
from small children to prevent accidental ingestion. ●Be careful not to hurt yourself as some parts 
have sharp-edged burrs. ●Keep your model away from heat and moisture to avoid corrosion. ●Don’t 
use your model for other than its intended purpose. ●Be careful not to hurt yourself with tools such
as pin vices, knives and files.

This assembly kit doesn’t contain any cords, cables or wires such as spark plug cords and
control cables. Therefore these assembly instructions don’t have any guides to handle such parts.

Notes on white metal parts

●Any prominent burrs, parting lines or gates of each part that may cause disfigurement or interfere
　with assembly should be cleaned up with files or sandpaper without deforming the original shape.

※Be careful not to deform small parts
　when removing burrs.

Burr

An unwanted edge left on parts
around parting lines, holes, etc.

Gate

A channel which carries
molten metal into a mold

Parting line

A corresponding line or seam appearing on a molded part

●Test fit parts before gluing to ensure the parts fit neatly against each other. Before gluing,
　remove burrs, gaps or clogs with tools such as a file, sandpaper and a pin vice if there are any.

Example
A gap occurs here

Sandpaper wrapped around a piece of wood

Adjust projecting parts as needed

●Due to production reasons, dowel holes on white metal parts may not be deep enough.
　Deepen holes with a pin vice as needed.

●Use liquid type superglue for metals.

●In the Parts List there are parts that have blue sections. They will be unnecessary when you
　assemble so remove them and clean up the cut surface with a file or the like.

Gate ID tag

Runner

Tips
●For sanding parts, we recommend sandpaper around #800. (Don’t sand too much.)

●Coating metal primer on white metal parts will help prevent corrosion.

Note ●Handle white metal parts with care as they are easily deformed.

Notes on etching parts

●Notes on cutting parts off from runners

Use scissors designed for photo etched parts.

Cut runners far enough from the part to avoid deformation.

●You will need to bend some parts by yourself.

There are types of bending instructions as shown below.

Clean up remaining runners with a file.

e.g:Mountain fold

Bend outward from
the half-etched side.

The half-etched part will be
still visible after bending.

e.g:Valley fold

Bend inward to the half-etched side.
The half-etched part will be hidden after bending.

e.g:Turn ●Turn parts. (Rotate using half-etched sections as your axis.)

Turned parts are facing up.

Note
●Use tools, not your fingers, such as a photo etched bender.

●Do not bend too many times as this will cut the part.

Notes on resin parts

Tips
For the parts on the right, spraying metal
primer will increase their transparency.
Do not spray on other resin parts.



▼ Assemble front part of engine

Make holes for pushrods

Drill holes with Ø0.5mm pin vice.

＝Through holes ＝Holes about 0.3mm deep

Small Cavities

14 locations

Small Cavities

2 locations x 7 pcs 2 holes x 7 pcs

I9 x 7 pcs I10 x 7 pcs

Cut off Ø0.4mm piano wire to lengths below

●3 wires of different lengths are included: 2 x 170mm and 1 x 145mm.

From the longer (170mm) wires, cut off 14 x 11mm pieces per wire
to make a total of 28 pieces.

Length and pieces: 11mm x 28 Exact size

Cut off shorter wire to make 2 pieces of 25mm and 4 pieces of 8mm.

Length and pieces: 25mm x 2

8mm x 4

Exact size

Exact size

To cut wire, bend it back and forth with pliers at the cutting point.

Assemble crankcase and intake manifold

Fix pushrods to rear cylinder

Insert and glue two pieces of 11mm
piano wire that you cut in step 2
to each of part I9. (Total 7 pcs)

11mm-long piano wire

Test fit rear cylinder to crankcase and intake manifold

Do not glue parts here.

nsert piano wire into Ø0.5mm holes to fit parts.

Assembled image

Back side

Use tip of toothpick to apply
glue to joints of parts

Do not apply too much glue.

Place parts on flat surface
to make sure both parts fit
in parallel.

Repeat step 5 and 6 for the rest of parts from step 4.

Assembled image

Fit the rest of crankcase parts

Fit two identical parts together.

Trim stays for rear engine rings at the points shown below

Trim parts shown in red and blue with cutting pliers,
then file off cut surfaces.

Make sure you trim them at the right points.

4 blue locations

See the location of these holes to find the right position.

6 red locations

Image after cut off



Assemble rear engine rings

Small hole

8mm-long piano wire

Insert four pieces of 8mm piano wire
that you cut in step 2 to small holes
on G3 and fit two rings neatly together.

Apply a small amount of glue with
toothpick along with inside joint
of G3. After parts are fixed, remove
all wire and keep them with the rest
of wire.

Do not glue wire.

Fit projecting parts on G4 to
holes on G3.

Apply a small amount of glue
with toothpick along with inside
joint of G3 and G4.

Inside joint

Inside joint

Fit engine ring and exhaust manifold to rear cylinder After fitting all parts in place,
fix them with flue.

Fix pushrods to rear cylinder

Insert and glue two lengths of 11mm piano
wire that you cut in step 2 to each of
part I10. (total 7 pcs)

11mm-long piano wire

Assemble front cylinder

After fitting all parts in place,
fix them with flue.

Insert piano wire into the
Ø0.5mm holes to fit parts. Assembled image

Back side

Repeat step 13 for the rest of parts
you worked in step 12

Assembled image

Trim stays for front engine rings at the point shown belo

8 red locations

2 blue locations

Trim parts shown in red and blue with
cutting pliers, then file off cut surfaces.

Guide for cutting points

See the location of these holes
to trim stays at the right points.

Image after cut off

Assemble front engine rings

Small hole

8mm-long
piano wire
(used as jigs)

Do not glue wire.

Inside joint

Inside joint

Insert four pieces of 8mm piano wire
that you cut in step 2 to small holes
on G1 and fit two rings neatly together.

Apply a small amount of glue
with toothpick along with
inside joint of G1. After
parts are fixed remove all
wire and keep them with the
rest of wire.

Fit projecting parts on G2
to holes on G1.

Apply a small amount of glue
with toothpick along with inside
joint of G1 and G2.



Fit front engine ring, gear reducer, propeller shaft and electric wiring harness to engine. 
Then add cylinder oil sump

Rotate 180°

▼Assemble rear part of engine

Make holes to engine mount ring

＝Through holes

Back side

Drill holes with Ø1.0mm pin vice.

Back side

※Do not file off these
　raised parts.

Small Cavities
8 holes Small Cavities

4 holes

Assemble engine mount

Fit engine mount cover over engine mount, then fit it to engine

Assemble auxiliary equipment

Assembled image

Assemble carburetor

Assembled image

Fit cowl flaps to engine

Guide for parts positions

Fit auxiliary equipment to engine

Assembled image

Fit lubricating oil cooler to engine

Assembled image



▼Assemble cockpit frames

Assemble firewall

Do not apply glue
to these parts. Slots Do not glue jigs

Jigs

●Valley fold

Insert both of B46 through slots of B43,
B45 and B44. Glue once perfectly overlapped.
※Do not glue B46

Remove jigs after gluing

Remove B46 after gluing B43, B45 and B44.
B46 will no longer be used.

Bend cockpit main frames

●Mountain fold

Bend reinforcing plate

●Valley fold

Guide for bending angle

Assemble cockpit main frames and firewall
Glue plate with 
half-etched side down

Half-etched line should
be in line with edge of E3

Leave about 1mm space

Bend bulkhead #5

See the location of these holes
to find the right direction

●Mountain fold

Fit bulkhead #5 to cockpit frames

Use these tabs as guide for parts positions

Assembled image

See the location of these holes
to find the right direction Check the right parts positions

Tabs as guide for 
parts positions

Put punched stickers to inside of bulkhead #5

Use a bit of glue if stickers
don’t stick well

Punched holes

You need to punch through holes
by using tip of toothpick or the
like before sticking to bulkhead #5.



Fit bulkhead #5.5, #6 and #6.5 to cockpit frames

Check the location of tab

Check the location
of tab

Assembled image

Check the right parts positions

Bend bulkhead #7

●Mountain fold

Assemble bulkhead #7

8mm-long piano wire 
(used as jigs) Small hole

Insert three pieces of 8mm piano wire that
you cut in step 2 in‘Assemble front part of engine’
to small holes on three of B53 and C37,and fit all
parts neatly together

Do not glue wire

Inside joint

Assembled image

Apply a small amount of glue with toothpick
along with inside joint of B53 and C37. 
After parts are fixed remove all wire. 
The wire will no longer be used.

Fit bulkhead #7 to cockpit frames

Bend bulkhead top #5.5 and fit it to cockpit frames

Mountain fold

Guide for bending angle

Fit cockpit rear frames to cockpit frames

Assembled image



▼Assemble cockpit interior
Fit lubricating oil tank and fuselage
fuel tank to cockpit frames

Guide for parts positions

Fit magazines to 7.7mm machine guns

Guide for parts positions

Fit 7.7mm machine guns to cockpit

Guide for parts positions

Cut meters out of the sheet

Cut along edges of each part with knife

Attach meters to left and main instrument panels

Place sheets of meters with printed sides down on back side of instrumental panels.
Apply a small amount of glue along outer edges of each sheet.

Back sides of meters

Back side of K16
Back side of K6

Fit main instrument panel to bulkhead #2, then fit it to cockpit

Fit all parts in the right positions

Guide for parts positions



Fit cockpit light, emergency flotation valve and trim tab control to left support of bulkhead #3

Fit AMC, AC, electrical switchbox and left support of bulkhead #3 to left side of cockpit frames

Guide for parts positions

Assemble left instrument panel and radio motor, then fit it to left side of cockpit frames

Guide for parts positions

Fit flap selector, landing gear selector
and arrestor gear hook release to right
support of bulkhead #3

Assembled image

Fit radio to radio receiver and transmitter

Assembled image

Fit arrestor gear control, antenna switching lever,
right support of bulkhead #3 and radio to right side of cockpit frames

Guide for parts positions

Cut seatbelt parts out of the sheet

Cut along red lines

Cut each part with scissors along
lines out of leather-like sheet

Fold lines. Do not cut

Bend seatbelt parts

2 pcs

Bend 90°

Bend as shown in this drawing

●It doesn’t matter which way you bend

Assemble seatbelts

Fold parts along lines

Make leather-like sides up

Glue overlapped sections together



Fit seatbelts to seat

Fit seat to cockpit

Guide for parts positions

Bend cockpit floorboard

●Valley fold

Guide for bending angle

Fit foot bar, etc. to cockpit floorboard
Fit this part in the right direction

Fit control stick to cockpit floorboard

Assembled image

Parts will project through floorboard

Back side

Remove all projecting parts with file

Fit cockpit floorboard to cockpit

Fit floorboard from bottom

 Guide for parts positions



Fit sight to instrument panel, and fit handles to 7.7mm machine guns

●Mountain fold

▼Assemble back of cockpit

Fit carbon dioxide tank, oxygen tank and high-pressure oil tank to back of cockpit

Deepen these holes with Ø1.0mm pin vice but do not pierce through

Fit battery, oxygen tank and bar to back of cockpit

Cut 150mm-long Ø1.0mm aluminum
bar to 29mm long

Tab

Fit all parts in the right positions

Fit tanks to back of cockpit

Tab

Fit all parts in the right positions

Bend parts to make stand, then fit it to back of cockpit

●Valley fold

●Mountain fold

Fit loop antenna and antenna post to cockpit frames



AL26(AR26)
AL24(AR24)

AL23(AR23)
AL22(AR22)

AL21(AR21)
AL20(AR20)

AL18(AR18)

AL15(AR15)

AL14(AR14)

AL12(AR12)

②
B15

B16 

(B35)

E1

B15
B16

(F1)

③

①　

(B36)

(B35)
(B36)

AL17(AR17)

AL16(AR16)

AL26 (AR26)

④

⑤
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AL26(AR26)

AL24(AR24)

AL23(AR23)

AL22(AR22)

AL21(AR21)

AL20(AR20)

AL18(AR18)

AL17(AR17)

AL16(AR16)

AL15(AR15)

AL14(AR14)

AL12(AR12)

▼Assemble (left) main wing frames

Supplemental Note

●We only show the assembly of the left main wing. Corresponding
　part numbers for the right wing are shown in blue.

●Please refer to the instructions for the left main wing when
　you assemble the right main wing.

Cut off Ø1.0mm aluminum pipe and Ø1.4mm pipe
to lengths below

●There is one shorter pipe (Ø1.0mm, approx. 30mm) and one longer pipe
　(Ø1.4mm, approx. 50mm.)

Cut off shorter pipe to make 2 pieces of 9mm

Length and pieces: 9mm x 2

Cut off longer pipe to make 2 pieces of 2mm

Length and pieces: 2mm x 2

Exact size

Exact size

Bend main spars

●Mountain fold

Fit main spars to bottom side of main frames

Do not apply glue to these two tabs.
Instructions for them will be given in step 12

Valley fold along etched line on
E1 (F1) shown in green

Bend rib frame

●Mountain fold

Fit rib frames to bottom side of main frames

Glue rib frame AL26 (AR26) on end face of main frame E1 (F1)



⑦

⑧
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⑥
AL13

AL19

AL25

(AR13)

(AR19)

(AR25)

AL19
AL13

AL25

B17

(AR25)

(AR19)
(AR13)

(B37)

J14 (J15)

J17 (J16)

⑨

⑩

J18 (J19)

J20 (J20)

J21 (J22)

J23 (J24) J25 (J25)

AL25 (AR25)

AL19 (AR19)
AL13 (AR13)

B17 (B37)

Bend parts

●Valley fold

Fit aileron wall and rib frames to bottom side of main frames

Assemble wing tank

Assemble 20mm machine gun

9mm (Ø1.0mm)

2mm (Ø1.4mm)

Use 9mm and 2 mm pipes cut in step 1

Fit wing tank and 20mm machine gun assembled in step 8 and 9

Test fit wing tank without glue



AL5(AR5) AL4(AR4)
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⑪

AL11(AR11)

AL10(AR10)

AL9 (AR9)

AL8-2(AR8-2)

AL8(AR8)

B18 (B38)

AL7-2 (AR7-2)

AL6 (AR6)

AL5(AR5) AL4(AR4)

⑫

①

AL3(AR3)

AL2 (AR2)
AL1 (AR1)

B18 (B38)

AL11(AR11)

AL10(AR10) AL9 (AR9)

AL8-2(AR8-2)

D80(D80)

D84(D83)

E10 (E11)D82(D82)
AL7-2 (AR7-2)

AL6 (AR6)
AL5(AR5)

AL4(AR4)

AL3 (AR3)

AL2 (AR2)

AL1 (AR1)

AL8 (AR8)

Fit rib frames to flap wall

Note that AL8 and AL8-2 are separate parts

Position AL5 and AL4 inside projecting
parts (shown in gray.)Do not glue wing tank

Fit more rib frames to flap wall

Glue tabs that you didn’t cement in step 3 to E1 (F1.)

▼Assemble (left) main landing gear

Bend parts

●Mountain fold ●Mountain fold ●Mountain fold



⑥
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②

⑧
J34 (J34)

J33 (J33)

J32 (J32)

M15(M15)

J30 (J31)

D82(D82)

J28 (J29) D81(D81)

D80(D80)

D84(D83)

E6 (E7)

③

F8 (F8)

④

⑦

J43 (J45) J46 (J44)

AL7.5(AR7.5)

AL7(AR7)

AL6.5(AR6.5)

F4 (F5)

F4 (F5)

AL7.5 (AR7.5)AL7 (AR7)AL6.5 (AR6.5)

F4 (F5) F4 (F5)

⑤

F4 (F5)

J36[D] (J41[C])

J28 (J29)

J28 (J29)

J38[B]
(J40[A])

J37[B] (J39[A])

J35[D] (J42[C])

■You have two options for landing gear assembly: landing attitude or flight attitude.

Assemble main landing gear (common in both options)

See half-etched part to
find the right position

●Guide for parts positions
　for J30 (J31) to J34 (J34)

Push J30 (J31) as far as it touches J28 (J29.)

Fit leg cover and indicator to main
landing gear assembled in step 1

Choose to go to either step 3 or 4 here

●Landing attitude

Fit leg cover to main landing
gear assembled in step 1

Choose to go to either step 3 or 4 here

●Flight attitude

Bend wheel well

●Mountain fold

Attach hinge to wheel well

If you chose step 3, follow these instructions

●Landing attitude

Attach hinge to wheel well

If you chose step 4, follow these instructions

●Flight attitude

Fit wheel well assembled in step 6 and 7 and rib frames to main wing

Hinge for landing attitude is used in this drawing

See drawing on the left to fit AL6.5 (AR6.5) correctly

Note that you will NOT be able to change it after assembly
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F7 (F6)

E10(E11)

⑫

⑩

①
B12(B32)

B12(B32)

B9(B29)

B8 (B28)

B7 (B27)

B6 (B26)

B5 (B25)

B4 (B24)

B3 (B23)

B2 (B22)

B1 (B21)

B10(B30)

B14(B34)

B11(B31)

B13(B33)

⑪⑨

F7(F6)

F7 (F6)

Bend wheel well

●Mountain fold

Fit main landing gear assembled in step 3 and 4 to main wing

●Flight attitude

●Flight attitude

●Landing attitude

●Landing attitude

Close-up view. Fit raised parts of leg cover
into orange sections and glue together

Fit front part of wheel well to part you worked in step 10

Hinge for landing attitude is used in this drawing

Attach a part of F7 (F6) (backside of section shown in green) to the outer edge of F4 (F5) (also in green)

Fit wheel well cover

Fit tabs on E10 (E11) to red part on F4 (F5) and glue together

▼Assemble associated parts for main wing

Assemble flap

●Mountain fold

Glue B1 (B21) to B9 (B29) along half-etched lines



③
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②

B20(B40)

B19(B39)

J1(J2)
J3(J4)

J5(J6)
J7(J8) 

J50 (J50)

J9(J9)

③

AL27
(AR27)

AL28(AR28)

AL28
(AR28)

AL27(AR27) AL30 (AR30) AL31(AR31)

AL32 (AR32)

AL29(AR29)

J10(J11)

J12(J13)

①

J26
(J27)

J52 (J52)

AL30
(AR30)

Assemble aileron

●Valley fold

●Turn parts with (arrow) as shown below
●Valley fold

Guide for bending angle

●Mountain fold

Assemble (left) main wing tip

●Mountain fold

●valley fold

●Mountain fold

●Mountain fold

Glue to half-etched parts

▼Fit associated parts to main wing

Fit associated parts to main wing

See drawing below to check right positions

Insert hinges to fit to small raised dots on main spars so
that hinges fit outer sides of main spars

Movable parts. Do not glue

Movable parts. Do not glue

●Use two of 25mm piano wire that you cut in step 2 in ‘Assemble front part of engine

Bend piano wire 90° at 2mm point from the end using needle nose pliers

Length and pieces: 25mm x 2

Exact size

Flap is movable. Apply Glue to only two red-circled parts
to fix shaft and rib frames

Set hinges of flap in place and insert Ø0.4mm shaft into holes (shown in red) to fit flap together
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②

①

C25
C27

C25

②

C29

J47

C28

C29

C1
C2

③

C23
C24

C26

C28

Fit air intake to right main wing

▼Assemble aft fuselage frames

Make jig

●Valley fold

Fit C28 and C29 to jig made in step 1

Do not glue jig, C28 and C29 together Position center of C29 on center line marked on jig

(Used as jig)
Do not glue as it will be removed

●Mountain fold

●Mountain fold

Fit stringers to parts assembled in step 2
Do not apply glue to this side

Apply glue only to inside. 
Make sure not to let glue run into
front side as other parts will be fixed
there later

After glue is dry, remove parts
from jig and fit C23 and C24

Glue red-circled part in
the same way shown above



D1D2
D3

D4
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⑤

⑥

⑦

④

C31
C32
C33
C34 C35

C7-1

C8-1

C30

C3

C4

D1
D2
D3

D4

C21
C22

Fit C31 to C35 to parts assembled in step 3

Assembled image

Fit C7-1, C8-1 and C30 to parts assembled in step 4

Assembled image

Fit C3 and C4 to parts assembled in step 5

Assembled image

Fit D1 to D4, C21 and C22 to parts assembled in step 6
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⑨

⑩

⑧

D5 D7

D5

D7
D6

C5

C6

C36
C36

D9

D9

D8

Fit D5 to D7, C5 and C6 to parts assembled in step 7

●Mountain fold

●Mountain fold

Fit two of C36 to parts assembled in step 8

Fit D8 andd9 to parts assembled in step 9

●Valley fold
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⑫

⑬

⑪

C12

C10-1

C10-2

C8-2C9-2

C9-1

C7-2

C11

C20

C19

C17 C18

C13-1

C13-2

C15

C14-1

C14-2

C16

D11

D12
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
D18
D19

D11

D12
D13

D14

D15

D16
D17

D18
D19

Fit C7-2 to C20 to parts assembled in step 10 Fit C13-1, C13-2, C14-1, C14-2, C15 and C16 to parts assembled in step 11

Fit D11 to D19 to parts assembled in step 12
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②

③

⑤

①
D24

D23

D22

D25

D26

L1

L2

D27

D28

D21 D20

D20

D21

L8

④　

D65(D72)

L3

▼Assemble associated parts for tail

Assemble rudde

●Turn parts

Do not glue D25 and D26

Make sure not to apply too much glue to L1,
L2 and L3. D25 and D26 may be cemented by excessive glue

Bend parts

●Mountain fold ●Mountain fold

Fit rudder, vertical tail main frames and fillet

Apply glue to red parts

Supplemental Note

●We only show the assembly of the left tailplane.
　Corresponding part numbers for the right tailplane
　are shown in blue

●Please refer to the instructions for the left
　tailplane when you assemble the right tailplane

Cut off aluminum bars to lengths below

(One of the 150mm-long aluminum bars is now 121mm long as
it was cut off 29mm in step 2 in ‘Assemble back of cockpit.’)

●There are two aluminum bars

Cut off 150mm-long aluminum bar to make 4 pieces of 22mm

Length and pieces: 22mm x 4 Exact size

Cut off the same aluminum bar to make 1 piece of 52mm

Length and pieces: 52mm x 1

Exact size

Cut and turn part

●Cut out unnecessary parts ●Turn parts
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⑧

⑨

⑩

⑥

D68(D75)

⑦
D68(D75)

D69(D76)

D70(D77)D71(D78)

D65(D72)

D66(D73)

D67(D74)

D39 (D56)
D38 (D55)
D37 (D54)
D36 (D53)

D35 (D52)

D34 (D51)

D3
9
(D
56
)

D3
8
(D
55
)

D3
7
(D
54
)

D3
6
(D
53
)

D3
5
(D
52
)

D3
4
(D
51
)

D31(D48)
D32(D49)

D39
(D5
6)

D38
(D5
5)

D37
(D5
4)

D36
(D5
3)

D35
(D5
2)D34

(D5
1)

D33
(D5
0)

D40
(D5
7)

D41
(D5
8)

D3
9
(D
56
)

D3
8
(D
55
)

D3
7
(D
54
)

D3
6
(D
53
)

D3
5
(D
52
)

D3
4
(D
51
)

D3
3
(D
50
)

D4
0
(D
57
)

D4
1
(D
58
)

D42
(D5
9)

D43
(D6
0)

D44
(D6
1)

D45
(D6
2)

D46
(D6
3)

D47
(D6
4)

D42
(D59)

D43
(D60)

D44
(D61)

D45
(D62)

D46
(D63)

D47
(D64)

D66(D73)

D67(D74)

L9 (L10)

Bend parts

●Mountain fold

●Mountain fold

Guide for bending angle

Guide for bending angle

●Mountain fold

Assemble elevator

Do not glue

Bend parts

●Valley fold

See drawings on the right to
bend parts correctly

Assemble tailplane

Fit elevator and fillet to tailplane
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⑫⑪

D10

L4

L6

L7

D10

L6
M13 M13

L5

Fit tailplanes to tail

Use four of 22mm-long aluminum
bars cut in step 4

Use a 52mm-long aluminum
bars cut in step 4

If any of 22mm-long bars interferes
with other parts, adjust length

Glue elevator at any
position you like

Fit arrestor hook, arrestor hook cover and tail wheel

●Mountain fold

Choose L7 for landing attitude and L5 for flight attitude

●Landing attitude ●Flight attitude

●Landing attitude

●Landing attitude

●Flight attitude

●Flight attitude
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②　
①

③

E8(E9) E8(E9)E8

H2

H5

H4

H1

H6

H3

B42

B41

B42B41

B42B41

▼Assemble parts

Assemble main wings and cockpit

●Valley fold ●Valley fold

As for B41 and B42, V-shaped ends marked
in red are up sides

If purchasing optional planks, do not
glue main wings and cockpit now

Fit fairing to wheel well

●Landing attitude ●Flight attitude

Assemble propeller
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⑤④

⑥

E2(F2)

J51(J51)

J51(J51)

Fit top side of main frames and
formation lights (resin parts) to main wings

●Instructions for left wing

Repeat the same process for right wing.
Glue parts in the same color together

Fit convex part of rib frame AL26 (AR26)
and concave part of main frames E2 (F2.)

Both of J51 (J51) are shown enlarged

 Close-up view

 Close-up view

If purchasing optional planks,
do not glue J51 to main wings yet

Fit aft fuselage to forward fuselage

See side view below to fit parts in the right positions.
Attach hooks (shown in green) to the bottom rim of forward
fuselage so that they lock onto each other

If purchasing optional planks,
do not glue aft fuselage and forward
fuselage yet

Fit engine to fuselage

See drawing below to fit engine.
Insert the extended arms of engine mount
into corresponding slots and fix them in place

 Use drawing above to adjust feet positions

If purchasing optional planks,
do not glue engine and fuselage yet



Fit propeller

 Propeller is movable. Do not glue it to engine

Assemble pitot tubes and fit to main wings

If purchasing optional planks,
do not glue pitot tubes and main wings yet

Insert longer tube into shorter tube until longer tube
protrudes 2mm from the other end, then glue together

If longer tube doesn’t go through easily,
smooth out shorter tube with pin vice

Insert the end where longer tube
protrudes 2mm into hole, then glue
together.

2mm

▼Assemble windshield parts

Cut out windshield parts

Parts shapes (shown in pink)

Cut each part along green lines

Cut each part into shape

File off cut surfaces

Cut each part with leaving a slight margin

Place frame stickers to windshield

Since frame stickers are very thin, peel them off slowly with care. Peeling off in a rough manner will cause wrinkles or folds.
Stickers are delicate and will be very difficult to remove and stick again

Place the stickers little by little, adjusting position.
If purchasing optional planks, do not attach the stickers until all parts are ready. 
(Windshield will become fragile once you attach the stickers and will be difficult to handle or store.)

Use window frame lines to
find the right position

Stick to a small area
first,then graduallyspread
to the rest of the area

Frame sticker has about
0.5mm excess

Frame sticker has about
0.5mm excess

Check the right direction

Narrower

Wider
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⑤

M17

M17J48

J48

M18

Make a cutout for antenna post

Cut along red line
(with pin vice and clean up cut surfaces with file.)

Fit windshield parts to cockpit

If purchasing optional planks,
do not glue windshield and cockpit yet

Fit front windshield part on outer cockpit frames
and glue together

Fit middle windshield part at last without glue

Since frame stickers are very thin, peel them off slowly with care.
Peeling off in a rough manner will cause wrinkles or folds.
Stickers are delicate and will be very difficult to remove and stick again

Place a sticker little by little as adjusting position

Fit 7.7mm machine guns

Cut off aluminum pipe to lengths below

●There is a pipe (Ø1.4mm, approx. 46mm.)
　Cut off 46mm-long pipe to make 2 pieces of 15mm

Length and pieces: 15mm x 2 Exact size

Wrap sticker M17 around the pipe you just cut

Parts with no instructions

J53: Needed only for those who bought planks

A33: Needed only for those who bought planks


